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Abstract
The lingual tonsils comprise the lymphoid tissue located in the base of the tongue between the circumvallate papilla anteriorly and the epiglottis posteriorly. Lingual tonsil hypertrophy (LTH) may cause OSA or upper airway obstruction, but may only be associated with mild symptoms such as sore throat, globus sensation, speech change or dysphagia (1, 2). However, LTH is a potential cause of unanticipated airway obstruction following induction of general anesthesia (1, 2). We report a case of recurrent obstructive sleep apnea due to compensatory LTH following UPPP (uvulopalatopharyngoplasty).

INTRODUCTION
Differing from the other oropharyngeal lymphoid tissue by location only, the lingual tonsils are subject to the same pathology and produce many of the same symptoms when diseased or enlarged (3). Acute lingual tonsillitis usually resolves with antibiotics. However, chronic infection or symptoms attributed to LTH may require surgical intervention (3).

LTH may cause partial or complete obstruction of the retrolingual airway. Two-thirds of patients with LTH have a history of previous palatine tonsillectomy (4, 5). This may result in LTH, probably as a compensatory mechanism due to loss of palatine tonsils (4). LTH most often occurs in adults, especially in atopic individuals, but has also been reported in children (6).

CASE REPORT
A 45-year old female was referred to our clinic for evaluation of snoring and apnea attacks. She was a non-smoker with no atopic or systemic disease and an uneventful past medical history. Preoperative fiberoptics nasopharyngoscopy showed retropalatal airway obstruction by the soft palate and uvula (Figure 1 A, B). Tonsil score was Grade II. Preoperatively apnea hypopnea index (AHI) was 19/h, BMI (body mass index) was 28. UPPP was performed with relief of her symptoms. AHI was 8/h and BMI was 27 at the postoperative sixth month. Three years later, she was readmitted to our clinic for snoring and nocturnal choking over the last four months. AHI was 14/h, BMI was 27. Fiberoptics nasopharyngoscopy revealed a normal retropalatal area with hypertrophic and hyperflexible lingual tonsils obstructing the airway (Figure 1 C-E).
B: The rest of the airway was normal. The posterior surface of uvula (double white arrow) is showing.

C: Lingual tonsils (black arrows), epiglottis (double black arrow) and soft palate (white arrow) are seen and retropalatal area is normal.

D: Lingual tonsils (black arrows) are starting to obstruct the airway. Epiglottis (double black arrow) is seen.

E: Lingual tonsils (black arrows) are continuing to obstruct the airway.

F: Lingual tonsils (black arrows) are obstructing the airway completely. Epiglottis is not shown (capture from flexible fiberoptic nasopharyngoscopy).

Lingual tonsillectomy/ tongue base reduction with radiofrequency was recommended, but the patient has not consented.

DISCUSSION

Waldeyer's ring of lymphatic tissue includes the lingual, pharyngeal, palatine, tubal tonsils, lateral pharyngeal bands and pharyngeal granulations, and lymphoid tissue (\(1, 2\)). Unlike palatine tonsils, lingual tonsils have no definite capsule.

Tracheal intubation and face mask ventilation may be difficult in patients with lingual tonsillar hypertrophy (\(3, 4\)). Jones and Cohle (\(5\)) reported a death after failed tracheal intubation and failed ventilation of a patient with unnoticed marked LTH in whom the only apparent symptom was a ‘nasal’ voice. Continuous intubation and/or laryngeal mask airway insertion attempts can also result in lingual tonsil swelling or bleeding (\(6\)).

Marked lingual tonsil hyperplasia has also been reported in allergic patients (\(7\)) and in a pediatric patient with Down syndrome (\(8\)). The etiology of LTH is commonly unknown, but the patient often has a past history of palatine tonsillectomy (\(9\)).

In our case, compensatory LTH occurred following a UPPP operation. This technique included tonsillectomy together with excising the anterior aspect of the uvula, posterior aspect of the soft palate and the redundant lateral pharyngeal wall mucosa (\(10\)).

Diagnosis of lingual tonsil hypertrophy in patients with OSA requires careful examination by advanced technologic methods. Flexible endoscopy allows examination of the nose, all portions of the pharynx and larynx as well as performing of dynamic tests (\(11\)).

Treatment of LTH is mainly conservative. Avoidance of exposure to tobacco smoke, dust or chemical irritants may reduce symptoms (\(12\)). Surgery is usually not indicated unless there is symptomatic airway obstruction (\(13, 14\)). If symptoms persist or airway obstruction occurs, surgical treatment by excision, electrocautery, cryoablation or carbon-dioxide laser surgery, may be required (\(15, 16\)). The carbon-dioxide laser induces minimal thermal damage to surrounding tissue and provides good hemostasis for small vessels (\(17\)).

To our knowledge, there is no report of UPPP failure due to compensatory hypertrophy of lingual tonsils in the literature. The recurrence of OSA in our patient mandates surgical intervention, with the risk of attendant anesthetic complications associated with LTH.
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